PANAMÁ ROUNDTRIPS 2021
The Route to Discover

PANAMA ROUNDTRIPS
PANAMÁ - A TROPICAL FANTASY

Panamá, a welcoming paradise with a tropical climate, invites you to discover the many faces of the
country on this wonderful tour throughout the modern, the historical, the cultural and the exotic. The
tour begins in Panamá City, where we overnight in one of the many modern hotels in the city. We visit
the Miraflores Locks, where you discover the Canal operation and admire the passing through of ships.
We tour through the colonial city (or Casco Antiguo), a panoramic visit of the modern city of Panamá
and the coastal strip (Cinta Costera) lets us discover the the monument to Vasco Núñez de Balboa, the
discoverer of the South Sea, enjoy magnificent views of the city from the Amador Causeway. Up next
on our itinerary is the flight to Bocas Del Toro, with its indescribable and overwhelming natural beauty,
in addition to a fascinating and harmonic mix of ethnicities and cultures. The archipelago of Bocas Del
Toro is a unique place, where lush vegetation, biodiversity, wonderful beaches and ethnic customs
combine into a tropical fantasy. Back in Panamá City, the tour continues to the area of Playa Blanca,
on the Pacific Coast.
9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS
DAY 1 PANAMÁ
Arrival in Panamá City and transfer to City Hotel
of your choice.
Lunch not included
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at City Hotel

DAY 2 PANAMÁ
07:00 – 08:00 Breakfast
08:30 Departure for City Tour & Panamá Canal
(half-day tour)
• Places to Visit:
• The Modern City (panoramic)
• Casco Antiguo: Golden altar, Plaza of Francia,
The Bovedas.
• The Amador Causeway
• The Panamá Canal – Miraflores Locks
• Lunch
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at City Hotel

DAY 3 PANAMÁ – BOCAS DEL TORO
Check-out and transfer to the Marcos A. Gelabert
Airport (Albrook)
Flight to Bocas Del Toro
Arrival at Bocas Del Toro
Transfer to the hotel of choice
Day at leisure to enjoy the islands and it
surroundings
Lunch and dinner (drinks not included)
Overnight at Bocas del Toro Hotel
DAY 4 BOCAS DEL TORO
Breakfast
Day at leisure to enjoy the islands and its
surrounding
Lunch and dinner (drinks not included)
Overnight at Bocas del Toro Hotel

DAY 5 BOCAS DEL TORO – PANAMÁ – PLAYA
BLANCA
Hotel Check-out
Transfer to Bocas del Toro Airport for Panamá
City flight
Arrival to Marcos Gelabert Airport (Albrook) and
Transfer to Beach Hotel.
Arrival at the hotel and check-in
Overnight at Beach Hotel
DAYS 6, 7 & 8 PLAYA BLANCA
Day at leisure to enjoy hotel activities and
participate in optional tours
DAY 9 PLAYA BLANCA – AIRPORT
Transfer to the airport (according to return flight
itinerary).

HOTEL OPTIONS IN PANAMA CITY
SUPERIOR CATEGORY
1. MARRIOTT HOTEL
(389 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, desk, marble bathroom, business center, fitness
$ spa, pool, Wi-Fi).
2. LAS AMERICAS GOLDEN TOWER HOTEL
(285 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, business center, fitness & spa, pool, Wi-Fi).
SUPERIOR TOURIST CATEGORY
3. ALOFT HOTEL
(303 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, fridge, business center, fitness $ spa, pool, WiFi).

HOTEL OPTIONS IN BOCAS DEL TORO
STANDARD CATEGORY
1. SWAN’S CAY HOTEL
(46 standard rooms with air-conditioning, private bathroom with hot water, telephone, safe deposit
box, WiFi).
SUPERIOR TOURIST CATEGORY
2. HOTEL BOCAS DEL TORO
(Boutique hotel with 11 rooms, air-conditioning, private bathroom with hot water, WiFi, telephone,
ocean and town view balconies, flat screen cable-TV).
3. PLAYA TORTUGA
(117 stylish rooms and suites were designed for maximum comfort. Guests always wake up refreshed
and ready to enjoy Bocas del Toro to the fullest. Free wireless Internet, air-conditioning, cable TVs and
private balconies overlooking the Caribbean Sea).

ROUNDTRIP
PANAMÁ - A TROPICAL FANTASY

RETAIL RATES
PER PERSON
ADULTS

CHILDREN
3-11 YEARS

• 02 - 05 Persons

US$ 1,521

US$ 1,293

• 06 - 09 Persons

US$ 1,032

US$ 877

• 10 - 15 Persons

US$ 966

US$ 821

• 16 - 20 Persons

US$ 935

US$ 795

• 21 – 26 Persons

US$ 911

US$ 774

• +30 Persons

US$ 867

US$ 737

• SGL Supplement

US$ 259

N/A

• 02 - 05 Persons

US$ 1,713

US$ 1,456

• 06 - 09 Persons

US$ 1,181

US$ 1,004

• 10 - 15 Persons

US$ 1,108

US$ 941

• 16 - 20 Persons

US$ 1,074

US$ 913

• 21 – 26 Persons

US$ 1,046

US$ 889

• +30 Persons

US$ 1,000

US$ 850

• SGL Supplement

US$ 465

N/A

CITY HOTEL – HOTEL SWAN’S CAY

CITY HOTEL – HOTEL BOCAS DEL TORO

CITY HOTEL – HOTEL PLAYA TORTUGA
• 02 - 05 Persons

US$ 1,587

US$ 1,349

• 06 - 09 Persons

US$ 1,083

US$ 921

• 10 - 15 Persons

US$ 1,015

US$ 863

• 16 - 20 Persons

US$ 983

US$ 836

• 21 – 26 Persons

US$ 957

US$ 814

• +30 Persons

US$ 912

US$ 776

• SGL Supplement

US$ 363

N/A

INCLUDED
Visits to all sites mentioned, ground transport, bilingual tourist guide (English/Spanish), hotel
accommodation, food and beverages according to the program, roundtrip Bocas del Toro air fare,
insurance, taxes.
NOT INCLUDED
Services not specified in the itinerary, personal expenses, gratuities, laundry service, telephone calls,
internet and safety box at hotels not specified, lunch and dinner not specified and accommodation in
beach hotel.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Comfortable clothes and shoes, sunblock, hat, sunglasses, valid passport (6 months minimum), insect
repellent, bathing suit, cash for personal expenses and souvenir shopping.

PANAMÁ - A CULTURAL PARADISE

Panamá, a welcoming paradise with a tropical climate, invites you to discover the many faces of the
country on this wonderful tour throughout the modern, the historical, the cultural and the exotic. The
tour begins in Panamá City, where we overnight in one of the many modern hotels in the city. We visit
the Miraflores Locks, where you discover the Canal operation and admire the passing through of ships.
We tour through the colonial city (or Casco Viejo), a panoramic visit of the modern city of Panamá and
the coastal strip (Cinta Costera) lets us discover the monument to Vasco Núñez de Balboa, the
discoverer of the South Sea, enjoy magnificent views of the city from the Amador Causeway. Up next
on our itinerary is the flight to San Blas, to live an unforgettable experience with the residents of this
ancient indigenous community, the Gunas. While staying on one of 365 paradisiacal islands that form
the archipelago, you will enjoy the warms waters and the pristine beaches that San Blas is famous for.
Visit one of the communities, where you walk through the village with the locals who will teach you
about their culture. You may also want to purchase a mola, one the most representative crafts of the
Guna culture. Back in Panamá City, the tour continues to the Pacific coast to the area of Playa Blanca,
he tour continues to the area of Playa Blanca, on the Pacific coast.

9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS

DAY 3 PANAMÁ – SAN BLAS
04:30 Check out and transfer to the Marcos A.
DAY 1PANAMÁ
Gelabert Airport (Albrook)
Arrival in Panamá City and transfer to City Hotel of 06:00 Flight to San Blas Island (according to hotel
your choice.
of choice)
Lunch not included
06:50 Arrival and transfer by motor canoe to the
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
hotel of choice
Overnight at City Hotel
07:40 Breakfast (fruit, bread, cheese)
13:00 Light lunch at the hotel bar and restaurant
DAY 2 PANAMÁ
(drinks not included)
07:00 – 08:00 Breakfast
Optional tour (Visit to the neighbouring
08:30 Departure for CITY TOUR & PANAMÁ CANAL community or a snorkeling tour. Snorkeling gear
(half-day tour)
available for rent.)
Places to Visit:
19:00 Seafood and fish dinner (Drinks not
included)
• The Modern City (panoramic)
Overnight at San Blas
• Casco Antiguo: Golden altar, Plaza of Francia,
The Bovedas.

•
•
•
•
•

The Amador Causeway
The Panamá Canal – Miraflores Locks
Lunch
Dinner at the hotel
Overnight at City Hotel

DAY 4 SAN BLAS
Breakfast
Day at leisure to enjoy the island and its
surroundings or optional tour
Light lunch at the hotel bar and restaurant (drinks
not included)
Dinner with seafood and fish (drinks not included)
Overnight at San Blas

DAYS 6, 7 & 8 PLAYA BLANCA
Time at leisure to enjoy hotel activities and
participate in optional tours.
DAY 9 PLAYA BLANCA - AIRPORT
Transfer to the airport (according to return flight
itinerary).

DAY 5 SAN BLAS - PANAMÁ
Departure to the airport for flight to Panamá City
Arrival at Marcos Gelabert Airport (Albrook) and
transfer to Beach Hotel.
Arrival at the hotel and check-in
Overnight at Beach Hotel
HOTEL OPTIONS IN PANAMA CITY
SUPERIOR CATEGORY
1. MARRIOTT HOTEL
(389 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, desk, marble bathroom, business center, fitness $
spa, pool, Wi-Fi).
2. LAS AMERICAS GOLDEN TOWER HOTEL
(285 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, business center, fitness & spa, pool, Wi-Fi).
SUPERIOR TOURIST CATEGORY
1. ALOFT HOTEL
(303 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, fridge, business center, fitness $ spa, pool, Wi-Fi).

HOTEL OPTIONS IN SAN BLAS
STANDARD CATEGORY – RUSTIC CABINS
1. UAGUINEGA ECO-LODGE
(11 rustic cabins equipped with solar panels, 2 double beds, private bathroom, wooden floor, ocean view,
bar/restaurant)
2. SAPIBENEGA KUNA LODGE
(6 rustic cabins with private bathroom, wooden floor, solar panels, ceiling fan, balcony, hammocks,
bar/restaurant).
3. YANDUP ISLAND LODGE
(10 rustic cabins with private bathroom, wooden floor, solar panels, ceiling fan, balcony, hammocks,
bar/restaurant)

ROUNDTRIP
PANAMÁ - A CULTURAL PARADISE
HOTEL CIUDAD – UAGUINEA ECO-LODGE DOLPHI
• 02 - 08 Persons
• SGL Supplement
HOTEL CIUDA D– YANDUP ISLAND LODGE
• 02 - 08 Persons
• SGL Supplement
HOTEL CIUDAD– AKWADUP THE GUNA LODGE
• 02 - 08 Persons
• SGL Supplement

RETAIL RATES
PER PERSON
CHILDREN
ADULTS
3-11 YEARS
US$ 1.488
US$ 273

US$ 1,264
N/A

US$ 1,740
US$ 321

US$ 1,479
N/A

US$ 1,580
US$ 295

US$ 1,343
N/A

INCLUDED
Visits to all sites mentioned, bilingual tourist guide (English/Spanish), hotel accommodation, food and
beverages according to the program, roundtrip San Blas air fare, ground transport, insurance, taxes.
NOT INCLUDED
Services not specified in the itinerary, personal expenses, gratuities, laundry service, telephone calls,
internet and safety box at hotels not specified and hotel accommodation in Playa.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Comfortable clothes and shoes, sunblock, hat, sunglasses, insect repellent, bathing suit, cash for personal
expenses and souvenir shopping, valid passport (6 months minimum) and Cable & Wireless phone card.

WONDERS OF PANAMÁ

Panamá, a welcoming paradise with a tropical climate, invites you to discover the many faces of the country
on this wonderful tour throughout the modern, the historical, the cultural and the exotic. The tour begins
in Panamá City, where we overnight in one of the many modern hotels in the city. We visit the Miraflores
Locks, where you discover the Canal operation and admire the passing through of ships. We tour through
the colonial city (or Casco Antiguo), a panoramic visit of the modern city of Panamá and the coastal strip
(Cinta Costera) lets us discover the the monument to Vasco Núñez de Balboa, the discoverer of the South
Sea. Enjoy magnificent views of the city from the Amador Causeway. We visit the community of Emberá
Indians, originating from the mountainous region of the Darién province. We experience the history and
culture of the indigenous culture, through narrative, traditional dance and craftsmanship like baskets woven
from the natural fibres of the chunga, maquenque and naguala palm trees, as well as figures carved in
cocobolo wood and tagua (better known as vegetable ivory). No far from Colon, Isla Grande is located in a
peaceful and protected bay, only 3 hours from Panama City - a picturesque haven of lush vegetation, palm
trees and white sand beaches, surrounded by a coral reef rich in marine life and ideal for the amateur diver.
The name of Isla Grande, or The Big Island, suggests that this is one of the largest islands along the Colon
coastline, the tour continues to the area of Playa Blanca, on the Pacific Coast.

8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS
DAY 1 PANAMÁ
Arrival in Panamá City and transfer to City Hotel
of your choice
Lunch not included
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at City Hotel
DAY 2 PANAMÁ
07:00 – 08:00 Breakfast at City Hotel
08:30 Departure from City Hotel to PANAMA
EXPRESS TRAIN tour
Places to visit:
• Portobelo
• Aguas Claras Observation Center (Panama
Canal)

DAY 3 PANAMA - COLON
07:00 – 08:00 Breakfast at City Hotel
08:00 Check out City Hotel
08:30 Departure to the EMBERA INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITY tour
Places to visit:
• Ride River in piraguas
• Narrative history and Culture
• Narrative of Charman
• Traditional dances
• Bath in the waterfall
• Typical lunch (fried fish and yucca or plantains
served on a plantain leaf cone)
• Tattoo with jagua (temporary, optional)
18:00 Arrival to the Colon Hotel.
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at the Colon Hotel

• Lunch in Colon
• Returning to Panama city on the Train.
19:00 Arrival to the City Hotel.
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at City Hotel

DAY 4 COLON
07:00 – 08:00 Breakfast at Hotel
09:00 Departure to ISLA GRANDE tour
Places to visit:
• Isla Grande
• Christ of the Sea
• Beach
18:00 Arrival to the Colon Hotel.
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at the Colon Hotel
DAYS 6 & 7 PLAYA BLANCA
Time at leisure to enjoy hotel activities and
participate
in optional tours.
Overnight at the Beach Hotel

DAY 5 COLON – PLAYA BLANCA
07:00 – 07:45 Breakfast at Hotel
07:45 Check out
08:00 Departure for CITY TOUR & PANAMÁ
CANAL tour
Places to Visit:
• The Modern City (panoramic)
• Casco Antiguo: Golden altar, Plaza of Francia,
The Bovedas.
• The Amador Causeway
• The Panamá Canal – Miraflores Locks
• lunch
17:30 Arrival & Check-in at the Beach Hotel
Overnight at the Beach Hotel
DAY 8 PLAYA BLANCA - AIRPORT
Transfer to the airport (according to return flight
itinerary).

HOTEL OPTIONS IN PANAMA CITY
SUPERIOR CATEGORY
1. MARRIOTT HOTEL
(389 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, desk, marble bathroom, business center, fitness
$ spa, pool, Wi-Fi).
2. LAS AMERICAS GOLDEN TOWER HOTEL
(285 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, business center, fitness & spa, pool, Wi-Fi).

SUPERIOR TOURIST CATEGORY
1. ALOFT HOTEL
(303 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, fridge, business center, fitness $ spa, pool, WiFi).
HOTEL IN COLON CITY
SUPERIOR TOURIST CATEGORY
1. RADISSON COLON 2000 HOTEL & CASINO
(102 rooms, two restaurants, WI-FI, gym, pool).

ROUNDTRIP
WONDERS OF PANAMÁ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

02 - 05 Persons
06 - 09 Persons
10 - 15 Persons
16 - 20 Persons
21 – 25 Persons
26 – 29 Persons
+ 30 Persons
SGL Supplement

RETAIL RATES
PER PERSON
CHILDREN
ADULTS
3-11 YEARS
US$ 1,552
US$ 1,319
US$ 1,067
US$ 907
US$ 1,013
US$ 861
US$ 1,034
US$ 879
US$ 883
US$ 750
US$ 874
US$ 743
US$ 839
US$ 713
US$ 300

N/A

INCLUDED
Visits to all sites mentioned, bus transport, bilingual tourist guide (English/Spanish), hotel
accommodation, food and beverages according to the program, insurance, taxes.
NOT INCLUDED
Services not specified in the itinerary, personal expenses, gratuities, laundry service, telephone calls,
internet and safety box at hotels not specified and hotel accommodation in Playa.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Comfortable clothes and shoes, sunblock, hat, sunglasses, insect repellent, bathing suit, cash for
personal expenses and souvenir shopping, valid passport (6 months minimum).

DISCOVER PANAMA

Panamá, a welcoming paradise with a tropical climate, invites you to discover the many faces of the country
on this wonderful tour throughout the modern, the historical, the cultural and the exotic. The tour begins in
Panamá City, where we overnight in one of the many modern hotels in the city. We visit the Miraflores Locks,
where you discover the Canal operation and admire the passing through of ships. We tour through the
colonial city (or Casco Antiguo), a panoramic visit of the modern city of Panamá and the coastal strip (Cinta
Costera) lets us discover the the monument to Vasco Núñez de Balboa, the discoverer of the South Sea.
Enjoy magnificent views of the city from the Amador Causeway. We visit the community of Emberá Indians,
originating from the mountainous region of the Darién province. We experience the history and culture of
the indigenous culture, through narrative, traditional dance and craftsmanship like baskets woven from the
natural fibres of the chunga, maquenque and naguala palm trees, as well as figures carved in cocobolo wood
and tagua (better known as vegetable ivory). Unforgettable experience, tour on the first railway that
connects the Atlantic with the Pacific. the tour continues to the area of Playa Blanca, on the Pacific Coast.
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS
DAY 1 PANAMÁ
Arrival in Panamá City and transfer to City Hotel
of your choice
Lunch not included
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at City Hotel
DAY 2 PANAMÁ
07:00 – 08:00 Breakfast at City Hotel
08:30 Departure from City Hotel to PANAMA
EXPRESS TRAIN tour
Places to visit:
• Portobelo
• Aguas Claras Observation Center (Panama
Canal)
• Lunch in Colon
• Returning to Panama city on the Train.
19:00 Arrival to the City Hotel.
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at City Hotel

DAY 3 PANAMA
07:00 – 08:00 Breakfast at City Hotel
08:00 Check out City Hotel
08:30 Departure to the EMBERA INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITY tour
Places to visit:
• Ride River in piraguas
• Narrative history and Culture
• Narrative of Charman
• Traditional dances
• Bath in the waterfall
• Typical lunch (fried fish and yucca or plantains
served on a plantain leaf cone)
• Tattoo with jagua (temporary, optional)
Dinner at the hotel without drinks
Overnight at City Hotel

DAY 4 PANAMA
07:00 – 08:00 Breakfast at Hotel
09:00 Departure TELEFÉRICO & GATÚN
EXPEDITION tours
Places to Visit:
• Aerial tram ride
• Visit exhibitions.
• Boat ride on the aquatic pathways of the
Panama Canal
• Lunch
Dinner at the hotel (drinks not included)
Overnight at City Hotel
DAYS 6 & 7 PLAYA BLANCA
Time at leisure to enjoy hotel activities and
participate
in optional tours.
Overnight at the Beach Hotel

DAY 5 PANAMA – PLAYA BLANCA
07:00 – 07:45 Breakfast at Hotel
08:00 Check out and Departure for CITY TOUR &
PANAMÁ CANAL tour
Places to Visit:
• The Modern City (panoramic)
• Casco Antiguo: Golden altar, Plaza of Francia,
The Bóvedas.
• The Amador Causeway
• The Panamá Canal – Miraflores Locks
• lunch
17:30 Arrival & Check-in at the Beach Hotel
Overnight at the Beach Hotel
DAY 8 PLAYA BLANCA - AIRPORT
Transfer to the airport (according to return flight
itinerary).

HOTEL OPTIONS IN PANAMA CITY
SUPERIOR CATEGORY
MARRIOTT HOTEL
(389 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, desk, marble bathroom, business center, fitness
$ spa, pool, Wi-Fi).
LAS AMERICAS GOLDEN TOWER HOTEL
(285 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, business center, fitness & spa, pool, Wi-Fi).
SUPERIOR TOURIST CATEGORY
ALOFT HOTEL
(303 room with air-conditioning, flat-screen cable TV, fridge, business center, fitness $ spa, pool,
Wi-Fi).

ROUNDTRIP
DISCOVER PANAMA
•
•
•
•
•

02 - 05 Persons
06 - 09 Persons
10 - 15 Persons
16 - 20 Persons
21 – 25 Persons

• 26 – 29 Persons
• +30 Persons
• SGL Supplement

RETAIL RATES
PER PERSON
CHILDREN
ADULTS
3-11 YEARS
US$ 1.493
US$ 1.269
US$ 1.090
US$ 926
US$ 961
US$ 816
US$ 942
US$ 801
US$ 925
US$ 786
US$ 900
US$ 850
US$ 352

US$ 765
US$ 723
N/A

INCLUDED
Visits to all sites mentioned, bus transport, bilingual tourist guide (English/Spanish), hotel
accommodation, food and beverages according to the program, insurance, taxes.
NOT INCLUDED
Services not specified in the itinerary, personal expenses, gratuities, laundry service, telephone calls,
internet and safety box at hotels not specified and hotel accommodation in Playa.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Comfortable clothes and shoes, sunblock, hat, sunglasses, insect repellent, bathing suit, cash for
personal expenses and souvenir shopping, valid passport (6 months minimum).

COMMERCIAL AND OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
• Rates in force until October 31 of 2021
• dates not available:
• Feb 13th to 17thofe 2021 (Carnival Season)
• March 30 to April 4th of 2021 (Holy Week)
RATES IN AMERICAN USD: The rates presented in the document are for the exclusive use of each
Circuit Package and apply in conjunction with transports, tours, and other elements of the package.
Infant Rate (0 to 2 years old) and Child Rate (3 - 11 years old) apply when sharing a room with at
least one (01) adult, paying the single adult rate. Maximum 02 children per room.
• Rates subject to change without prior notice.
• Rates subject to flight availability.
• Rates subject to hotel availability.
ACCOMMODATION CAPACITY:
Maximum 03 adults per room.
Maximum 02 Children + 02 adults per room.
RESERVATIONS: Reservations must be confirmed a minimum of 45 days in advance with Decameron
Explorer via E-mail. Written confirmation is required by Decameron Explorer to guarantee the
Circuit.
PAYMENT CONDITIONS: Once the reservation is confirmed, a 50% Deposit is required. The
remaining 50%, must be canceled 08 days prior to the Arrival date. This applies for individual
reservations as well as for group reservations. AGENCIES WITH CREDIT should follow the payment
policies of the DECAMERON HOTELS.
CHECK IN: Check in in all the Hotels: 3:00 p.m.
CHECK OUT: Check Out in all the Hotels: 12:00 noon. Transfers are coordinated in accordance with
flight itineraries.
1. CANCELLATIONS: Confirmed reservations may be cancelled a minimum of 15 days in advance. If
they are not cancelled within the stipulated time period, a penalty of 100% of the Net Rate per
person will apply.
2. NO SHOW: In the case where the person does not arrive at the programmed Circuit, one (01) NIGHT
of Lodging will be charged at each Hotel in each destination and Transfer for Arrival.

CONTACTS DECAMERON EXPLORER PANAMÁ
KATIA PALOMINO – Manager Operations
E-MAIL: katia.palomino@decameron.com
ISLAY VERGARA – Groups & Incentive
E-MAIL: travelincentives.panama@decameron.com
Tours & Transfer
E-MAIL: receptivos.panama@decameron.com
TELEFONOS +(507) 993-2255
Extensiones 8039-8040-8042-8043

